Science continues to face new challenges every day. Climate change, ensuring sustainable agriculture, opening up new ethical debates about genetic practices, the use of new digital spaces and information, etc. The first thematic monograph in this new volume of MÈTODE SCIENCE STUDIES JOURNAL tackles our society’s most urgent challenges in building a sustainable future.

And yet another challenge is the focus of another one of the monographs contained in this volume: understanding the complexity of our planet’s current biodiversity. Evolution is key to solve this question. These pages present us with different scenarios that help us to better understand how to tackle the new challenges faced by our planet’s species.

However, addressing scientific challenges is not only about hoping for a bright future, but also about looking back and learning from our mistakes. Science has much to say about our memory; it can help us to better understand how we got here, and to successfully close episodes of our history. Learning about how the Commonwealth recovers and identifies the remains of fallen WWI soldiers might help us understand the outstanding debt that we owe to our own historical memory. Through the different articles in this monograph, we discuss how much forensic science can tell us about our history, from Roman times to the Spanish Civil War.

After all, our past can reveal a great deal about our present and help us to understand exactly what challenges we face as scientists and as a society. That is why the issue devoted to the relationship established between scientists and the Nazi regime in the first half of the twentieth century is especially significant. What did the purges carried out by the Nazis mean for science? To what extent did the scientific community look the other way? Did they even take advantage of the situation? What was the relationship between Nazi ideals and some scientific postulates?

The historian Christian Ingrao reminds us in his opening article that the vast majority of university professors (99% of them) continued working in Nazified institutions. If we are to solve current and potential challenges hoping for a better future, we must take a look at the past and learn both from the lighter and the darker shades of science.
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